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Motivation
Galactic nuclei with supermassive black holes:
●

●

●

●

●

The rate of capture of stars by the black hole depends on the efficiency
of angular momentum variation of individual stars;
Angular momentum changes both due to two-body relaxation (collisional)
and because of torques in a non-spherical potential (collisionless);
The number of stars in realistic galactic nucleus far exceeds
the presently accessible range for collisional N-body simulations;
Scaling to a different number of particles would distort the interplay
between collisional and collisionless effects;
Need to adjust the relaxation rate independently from N particles;
Fokker-Planck and fluid models are impractical for complex geometry
=> need to use a particle-based Monte-Carlo method.

Monte-Carlo methods

Spitzer's Monte-Carlo method
Particles move in a given smooth
potential with arbitrary geometry,
and velocity perturbations are
applied according to 2-body
relaxation theory
Distribution function of field stars (isotropic bkg. approx.)
Gravitational potential
Scalable amplitude of perturbation

The new Monte-Carlo method
●

Potential representation:

basis-set expansion in spherical harmonics and radius (like SCF);
adaptable to any geometry (with a well-defined center)
●

Orbit integration:

variable timestep Runge-Kutta;
orbits are computed in parallel, independently from each other
●

Relaxation:

diffusion coefficients computed under an approximation of
a spherical isotropic distribution function of background stars
●

Potential and DF update:

update interval >> dynamical time => temporal smoothing;
each orbit is sampled with many points during update interval =>
reduced discreteness noise
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Suppression of unwanted two-body relaxation
Test: a Plummer sphere with 105 particles;
measure the energy and angular momentum relaxation rate as functions of energy.
Temporal smoothing reduces the relaxation rate by 2 orders of magnitude!

Suppression of shape evolution
Test: a triaxial Hernquist sphere with 105 particles and a central black hole M●=0.01;
measure the evolution of model shape as a function of time (should stay constant?)
Fluctuations from 2-body interactions enhance the diffusion of chaotic orbits and
lead to the decrease of triaxiality in the central parts of the model.
Switching off the relaxation greatly slows down the evolution of shape.

Application to black hole feeding rates
Compute the capture rates of stars in spherical, axisymmetric, and triaxial galactic nuclei.
For M●>107 M☼, the two-body relaxation time is much longer than Hubble time, while
in a non-spherical potential the angular momentum variations are much greater and
lead to substantially higher rate of capture of stars by the supermassive black hole.
This is a problem presently inaccessible
with direct N-body simulations! (N>109)
calibration against N-body simulation
(N=5∙105)

Limitations:
●

(* – work in progress)

No mass spectrum (*), no stellar evolution (*),
no primordial/dynamically formed binaries, no stellar collisions

●

No exact energy conservation (a correction applied after each update step)

●

Assuming isotropic spherical background in computing diffusion coefs

Applications and future prospects:
●

●

Black hole feeding rates with realistic mass spectrum and stellar evolution (*)
Binary supermassive black holes and the final-parsec problem
in non-spherical galaxies (*)

●

Influence of discreteness noise on the diffusion of chaotic orbits

●

Dynamical friction in non-spherical stellar systems

●

Rotating flattened globular clusters

●

…?

